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Abstract: We reevaluated the effects of hunting deer iOdocoileus virginianus) with
dogs in 10 east Texas counties 5 years after the initialinvestigation in 1984. We mailed

standardized questionnaires to rural boxholders, licensed hunters, and forest industry
landowners. The numbers of landowners and hunters opposed to deer hunting using
dogs increased (P < 0.05) from 1984 to 1989. However, there was no (P > 0.05) shift
in hunter classification between years. The area available for hunting deer with dogs
by landownerpermissiondeclined 69% and only 5% of the: availabledeer range in the
10 dog-hunted counties was open for hunting deer with dogs. Hunter success and deer
harvestrate decreasedas percentageof countydeerrangeopento dog huntingincreased.
As a result of these investigations, hunting deer using dogs in Texas was prohibited
beginning with the 1990-91 hunting season.
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Early settlers in eastern Texas traditionally hunted deer using dogs. The tradition
had been established in the southeastern states before settlers came to Texas. After
several decades of unrestricted hunting and widespread habitat loss, deer were
virtually extirpated from eastern Texas. In an effort to protect the limited resource,
deer hunting using dogs was prohibited in 1925, but special laws allowed the practice
to continue in some counties. By 1983, hunting deer with dogs was permitted by
special law in 10 counties of eastern Texas. However, passage of the Wildlife
Conservation Act of 1983 by the 68th Texas Legislature placed all wildlife resources
under the regulatory responsibility of the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
(TPWD) and repealed special laws permitting hunting deer with dogs. In 1984,
opposition to closing deer hunting using dogs and strong public sentiment against
dog hunting prompted the TPWD Commission to conduct a 2-year study of the
effects of hunting deer with dogs. The regulation that permitted hunting deer with
dogs remained unchanged pending the conclusion of the study. The study (Spencer
1986) documented that hunting deer with dogs was a volatile social and political
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